The general problem of diffraction of a spherical wave by a hard half plane is considered. The calculations are based on the Biot-Tolstoy's exact and explicit form for the difiaction by a hard wedge. This solution is given in the time domain but its Fourier transform is not available. Some useful and simple approximations for the early time diffracted fieid are given which when transformed into the frequency domain show very good agreement with the results from numerical integrations. The results presented here could give some important contributions to the calculations on diffraction by noise barriers or scattering by thin hard plane objects of simple geometry.
The problem of diffraction of a wave by a half plane has been the subject of interest of physicists and mathematicians for some centuries. Four decades ago, Biot and Tolstoy presented a new solution to the problem of diffraction of a spherical disturbance by a hard wedge (1). This formulation is given in a closed and explicit form where the total field anywhere in space may be expressed as the sum of the eventual geometrical contributions and a wave generated at the tip of the wedge. Medwin applied these results to the case of the Dirac delta excitation which is important in acoustics for the evaluation of impulse responses (2) .
Consider in Figure 1 a rigid wedge subtending a fluid with density p , a point source S and a receiver R. If S radiates a delta function of pressure:
in which S is the strength of the source, c the veolocity of sound propagation and R the distance from the source, then, the complicated expression of the diffracted field may be simplified for the case of the half plane to (3): (2) with Ft-t,, cos+ = co{( B f 0.) / 21 and t, = (r f c) / c, t. being the least travel time over the wedge.& and r/,1.,7
are some time factors such that: A*' = t+' -(I+' -I.') coti' = t+' sink' +t_' CO&' 2 0 and T,,~ = t, i --7 II A, . Depending on the developments made to eq. (2) for T ~0, different approximations can be processed. In the frequency domain and for WZzfwhere f is the frequency, three approximations which are of most interest are presented here. These are given by:
In eqs (2-5) the symbols { } *mean the sum or the difference of two terms and erfc is the complementary error function. Figure 2 shows the behaviour of these approximations in one of the space regions of their least performance as compared to the numerical Fourier transform of the exact solution. For most engineering purposes concerned with the scattering by thin hard objects, for instance the prediction of sound diffraction by simple noise barriers, one can content oneself with the simple approximation as given by ZQ, which gives satisfactory results. 
